Sexy Beads

The Sexy Beads are little balls formulated with
jelly, coconut oil and aromas to provide sensual
pleasure. The skin friendly ingredients will
provide more lubrication while taking care of
your skin.
The following
aromas are
available now
with more
coming soon:
Grape, Red
Berries, Mint,
Strawberry,
and Strawberry
and Chocolate.

Sexy Capsule

This special capsule will work wonders in the
parts where it is applied. The wonderful smell of
cinnamon mixed with clove oils will give you
both a nice warm sensation upon melting,
making you feel more relaxed and comfortable
for a long lasting massage with no discomfort
dues to the anesthetic effect. It does not have
any aromas and it was not made for licking but
you can enjoy the feeling as the body heats up.
The unique
formula
developed
with
cinnamon
and clove
essential oil
decreases
discomfort
inhibiting
sensations
in the region
that the oil is
applied.

Sexy Hot & Ice

The nice soft oval red capsule is very suggestive
making you wonder what places you would like
to put in your body. Sexy Hot and Ice gives two
sensations at the same time while massaging
body parts and melting with the heat of friction.
It has no strong scent or aromas making it ideal
for the sensitive people or for those who dislike
strong
smells. It is
perfect to
tease your
partner.

Sexy Lotion

Feel the pleasure of a nice massage while you
feel the effect on your skin after a few minutes
of application. It is a product designed for
women as its effect provides you with a nice
sensation making it suitable for those parts
where you wish to feel your skin a little bit
tighter. With sexy lotion you can feel more
pleasure for both you and your partner.

Sexy Writer

How would you like to
have an exciting night
playing a sexy game with
your partner? What about
surprising your partner
with a teaser like the Sexy
Writer pen? The Sexy
Writer pen makes loving
games a lot more fun and
interesting as you can
draw onto each other
bodies and then make the
game even hotter by
licking the syrup. Try one
of our six flavors for your
night of fun and
experiment writing in
different places to
stimulate your partners
libido.

Sexy Aroma

It will be hard to decide what flavor you will
want to try first for that body massage.
With ten warm sensations, you can choose
aromas to tease your partner by spreading
a small quantity into your hands and
massaging the body in soft movements.
If you want a
nice fresh iced
sensation you
can try the five
different
flavors to
provide your
partner with an
exciting
massage to
make it more
fun and
enjoyable.

Flavors

Grapes: The Grape flavored Sexy

products have a very sexy sweet and
sour taste, awakening your senses to a
new sensual experience.

Red Berries: The Red Berries flavor

tantalizes the senses with the intense and
juicy aroma of freshly picked fruits
creating a very romantic mood.

Mint:

The smell of fresh Mint activates
the senses preparing you for sensual
pleasures.

Strawberries: Strawberry is a rich

fruit flavor that introduces couples to love
and passion by captivating the senses
with an exciting, sweet and thrilling scent.

Strawberries and
Champagne: Our Strawberry and

Champagne flavor is a sensual
combination that celebrates passion and
lust for those who are in search of a
romantic encounter.

Strawberries and Chocolate:
The explosive blend of Strawberry and
Chocolate flavor gives an intense feeling
of energy to experience loves in a new
dimension.

Chocolate: A flavor that is distinctive

and outstanding, the creamy velvet flavor
is a magical experience that is both
indulgent and reinvigorating.

Chocomint: An aroma that is an

exotic creation, sharing a sexy chocolate
flavor with a fresh and cooling hint of
mint.

Mojito: A tropical flavor that mixes

sweet sugar with a fresh zest of lemon
giving a delightful hot and cool sensation.

Watermelon: Watermelon is a fresh,
crispy and summery flavor that is very
juicy and fruity.

Cherry: Cherry flavor is a treat for the
senses of passionate lovers through
stimulation of the imagination.
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